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Elevator Pitch
A multi-sensory system using visual aids and a haptic feedback system for an encompassing
musical experience.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
After two semesters of Senor Design, this final report will encompass our team’s work
and effort to complete a functional deployable prototype. Our team wanted to create a prototype
that would address our societal problem, the lack of multi sensory devices. It is in this report
where we will provide a detailed description of the entirety of this design process from Fall to
Spring and how we were able to successfully implement our design into reality.
Starting with our societal problem we will discuss our Design Idea Contract that will be
our main reference for the whole year; this involves features and the measurable metrics that the
device must meet like the musical frequency range of 330-784hz. We will then go over the
financial aspect of our project that compiles all the expenses from each member. The project
milestones will cover the impact of important events over both semesters. The work breakdown
structure summarizes hours/tasks done by each member to meet design features. Next we’ll
discuss how we addressed any risks we faced and the potentiality of risks we could’ve faced as a
team.
The next few sections will cover topics specific to the overall design and the deployable
prototype status as of Spring and projections for product placement in the market. In the Design
Philosophy we’ll go over testing and metrics that led to changes in the design for the second
semester. The Prototype Status will cover the testing results and how they lead to changes in our
design. The motors results were not what we expected, so changes had to be made to meet our
metrics. More importantly this section details how our final Spring prototype meets the Design
Idea Contract. For the market forecast we review our previous market assignment and list
possible equipment upgrades like addressing the problem with our motors. With upgrades our
product can meet the standard of other competitors so we can place our own prototype in our
desired markets.
The Conclusion will be a summary of what we have accomplished and learned over the
year. The References will include the reference page with all sources used throughout the report.
The Glossary will list key ideas and their definition for the casual reader. Appendix A is a User
Manual that will explain what is needed to set up the project along with a simple and clear
explanation how to use the prototype. Appendix B,C,D will be sections that include data sheets,
design diagrams, testing results, flowcharts & pseudo code for areas such as Hardware, Software,
and Mechanical. Appendix E will be the contacts that assisted us with our project and Appendix
F consists of each team member's resumes listing our skills that we individually provided for the
project.
This report truly is the culmination of all our past assignments into one whole document
which showcases our team’s progress and results of building a multi-sensory device for a unique
problem.

iv

Abstract-

Keyword Index -

Our project's societal problem is the lack
of multi-sensory devices on the market.
The prototypes goal is to fulfill that gap
by creating a device that would
incorporate multiple senses while giving
the user the best experience. This idea is
what we based our metrics on. Project
milestones will cover the major steps in
our project over both semesters. Risk
assessment had us gauge the most
common problems our project may have
such as parts breaking and our plan to
keep working despite setbacks. Our cube
shaped device and how our metrics
influenced this decision will be covered in
the Design philosophy. Finishing the
project, our project status will show how
we managed to meet all our requirements
like constraining motor frequency to 50
-130hz. The market forecast will use our
previous experience and knowledge to
explain why certain upgrades such as
vibration motors are needed to be placed
in our desired markets. The conclusion
will summarize the main report while the
references will list our research and the
glossary will define frequently used terms.
In the appendices there will be a section
for the hardware, software, and
mechanical aspects that describe each
aspect's design and testing results. A user
manual will explain the steps to use our
prototype and vendor contacts will list
anyone who guided us on our project.
This final report will cover both semesters
answering many of the questions posed to
us over the past year.

Light emitting diodes (LEDs), Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), Deaf and Hard Hearing
(DHH), Pulse width modulation (PWM),
Visible Light Spectrum (VLS)
I.

INTRODUCTION

It has been almost a full year of
dedicated work, countless hours, and
continuous, sufficient progress that our team
has contributed to our senior design project.
From the beginning of the Fall semester, our
group of four members decided to take upon
a project design solution to a very unique
societal problem. Throughout these past two
semesters,
we’ve
individually
and
cohesively worked as a team to ensure that
the device that we produce shall uniquely
meet the set design features and
requirements. As senior design comes close
to an end, it is essential to document the
progress, data observations/results, current
status, functionality, and task/features
completion of our end deployable prototype.
Therefore, it is in this paper where we will
fully describe in great detail the essential
topics involved with our team’s deployable
prototype that ranges from the initial project
design planning to current status of our
team’s progress to a projected forecast of the
manufacturing of the device.
Firstly, we’d like to start of with
defining the problem statement we
addressed to solve with our deployable
prototype. We’ll first describe how we
defined our initial Fall version and transition
into how we modified the problem statement
in the Spring semester. It is important to
know that the original main construct of the
statement we’d like to address is the lack of
multi-sensory devices that can be utilized for
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an alternative, enhanced musical experience.
But we’ll further explore the reasoning of
the main shift of the problem statement
redefinition from a singular community to a
larger, universal audience.
Secondly, we’ll comprehensively
review our team’s Design Idea Contract
which was also defined last semester. This
Contract essentially is the overview of our
project proposal that
contains the
deployable prototype’s features. Along with
each feature there are associated measurable
metrics to ensure the design is met. If there
were any revisions and/or modifications
made in the Spring, it will also be discussed
here. Our multi-sensory device essentially
has five features, where the four main
features were individually completed by a
member and further describes how the
prototype shall be implemented/designed.
Next, another step that is a part of
project design is the financial aspect,
ensuring that we have a set budget for
necessary spending to complete a functional
device. In this section we’ll provide the
overall budget that our team collectively
decided to follow. We’ll also provide
whether or not this budget was allocated
appropriately throughout the year in the
form of concise tabular data of the purchases
the team attributed to.
Additionally, the following three
sections were found to be crucial in
planning, organizing, and ensuring that the
team would make substantial progress for
achieving full implementation of the
device’s design features. These next three
sections are: Project Milestones, Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS), and Risk
Assessment. With our specific design
solution, it consisted of ideally four main
features -- each attributed to a sense
(hearing,
sight,
and
touch)
and
synchronization
of
these
three
features/senses -- where each group member

was assigned one of these features to work
on individually and together, if needed. In
Project Milestones, the major events that
occurred both in the Fall/Spring will be
discussed. Immediately the WBS Schedule
will be included which will both include the
milestones and additional events such as
coursework assignments, presentations,
tasks. Given that each member is a lead of a
feature/sense, in this section the task
assignments will also be detailed with the
project start/end deadlines. To conclude the
section, a summary of total hours completed
by each member will be provided. After the
WBS, the Risk Assessment section will
identify the potential risks and associated
mitigations that the team shall take as well
as be aware of if anything occurs anytime
throughout the semester. This will cover the
risks that can occur from a specific feature
and the necessary action plan/procedure the
individual member/team should do. Despite
risks and/or problems happening, it is
important that the team makes sure to meet
project design tasks/deadlines and this is
given by the Project milestones and the
WBS.
From the organization and planning
of the design, the next section will detail the
prototype’s design philosophy. In this
section, we’ll provide a larger overview of
what was involved to implement and
complete the functionality of the deployable
prototype.
For
example,
the
hardware/software implementation of the
multi-sensory device will be described either
in textual and/or figures (schematics, tables,
diagrams). This may include detailed
reference to the Appendices that will be
included towards the end of this
documentation report, such as Appendix B D.
After
discussing
the
design
philosophy we will transition into discussing
a comprehensive summary of the current
2

status of our team’s multi-sensory device.
By the Midterm Progress Review
presentation, our team was able to
successfully complete and meet our project
design. Therefore, we will further provide
how we managed to complete each feature
and meet each of its measurable metrics by
including the device tests results we
gathered. In addition, we’ll summarize the
entirety it took to ensure that by the end of
Spring Term (ideally before Spring Break)
the prototype would meet our project
proposal.
Lastly, forecast and refine how the
device prototype would likely compete in
our
targeted
market:
technology/entertainment (music) industry.
In order to be successful in this given
industry, we’ll provide any changes or
revisions from our design hardware and
software implementation if given the
opportunity that our device would be
manufactured or produced.
To conclude the report, we will
summarize key points discussed from each
respective section and its relation to the
deployable
prototype.
Immediately
following the conclusion will be the
References and Glossary sections of the
sources and terminology used throughout
the report.
For further reference and additional
overview of how the team was able to
implement and complete a functional
deployable prototype by this Spring
semester, there will be appendices included
at the end of this documentation report.
Appendix A is a user manual that describes
the operation of our singular, multi - sensory
device. Appendix B, C, and D describes the
hardware, software, and mechanical
implementation of the device system
respectively. Appendix E lists the contact
information of any vendors, technical
advisors, and or faculty that assisted our

project. Appendix F provides the resume of
each team member participating in this
project design team.
II.

SOCIETAL PROBLEM

Problems arise when there’s a lack of
substance, a lack or resources, and a lack of
answers to a current situation. A societal
problem affects the entirety of a community.
This can be a specific community or address
the entire human race. Sight of Touch
project began Fall 2019 addressing a societal
problem within a specific community.
Declaring a problem to be the lack of
integrated devices that accommodate the
deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) community.
This idea of a societal problem saw
promising research and resources, but with
further research, by Spring 2020 semester
the societal problem got revised. The lack of
integrated and multi-sensory devices doesn’t
only apply to the DHH community, but
applicable to every consumer. Thus, the
societal problem evolved to address the lack
of integrated devices that utilize multiple
senses to provide an enhanced musical
experience for a universal audience.
Revising the societal problem not only
grounds the problem but sets a clear vision
as to what is the problem by exposing the
lack of substance, resources, and solutions.
Starting Fall 2019 semester the idea
of Sight of Touch began with the idea of
expanding current technological devices
utilized by DHH community. The DHH
category used within the initial problem
statement included people who are deaf,
hard of hearing, and those who use aids to
enhance their ability to hear such as cochlear
implants. Research mainly focused on the
expansion of music-based products for this
group. Questions the group sought to
research, and answers included: “How do
3

DHH people interact with music?”, “What
are current products on the market that are
used?”, and “Is there a specific target age
group that would benefit the most?”. Search
results indicated that DHH people have a
deep relationship with music. The lack of
the hearing sense does not stop this
community from the musical creative arts.
Ways DHH people interact with music is by
applying their other senses. Using sight and
touch senses allows most DHH people to
interact with music.
Keeping
in mind everyone’s
interaction with music varies from person to
person, music brings positive reinforcements
for both adolescents and adults especially
those in the DHH community. For example,
adolescent DHH children benefit from the
use of instruments in the classroom.
Children who are exposed to “arts, culture,
communication … foster creativity, enhance
instruction,
and create a learning
environment in which children thrive
emotionally, socially, and academically” [1].
The study identified the effects hearing loss
has on people including adolescents that can
lead to self-social isolation and/or
depression. Incorporating music allows
adolescents to create an assimilation
between words, actions, and touch, allowing
them to create a story that can be told.
Stories told or acted out by using songs and
instruments. Another example is the use of
nursery rhymes. Most nursery rhymes are
taught with the accompaniment of
movement – to act out the story – and
instruments – creating a relationship to
rhythm and for DHH children the feeling of
an instrument to associate with an action.
“Music is a powerful tool to enhance the
patterns and rhythms of sound as they relate
to language structures and literacy
sequences'' [1]. Language structures can
then relate to cultural boundaries because

the variation of sound develops their own
vocabulary terms. For example, the sounds
of drums introduce different types of drums
(i.e. congas or bongo) and their
corresponding cultures highlighting the use
of different sounds from instruments deeply
relating sounds to languages and cultures.
Mentioned before, the Fall 2019
societal problem focused on the DHH
community. Technological advancements
have made it available to aid many DHH
people with the evolvement of cochlear
implants (CIs). Over 600,000 implant
devices have been registered around the
world, leading to an increase in social
engagement, by allowing CI users to
understand 90% of continuous speech [2].
Technological advancements like CIs truly
contribute to the improvement of health for
many DHH people.
As music positively described
contributes to health and wellness of DHH
people and with the technological
advancements of CIs for many users, the
next stream of research involved looking at
the technical interaction between a DHH
person and music. Sources revealed the use
of sight and touch were key aspects for
DHH people to interact with music. As
exemplified earlier with adolescent children
creating an assimilation with music, by
using instruments and acting out a story or
nursery rhymes. DHH can rely on the use of
sight and touch senses. With that said,
although CI users can hear, they “experience
greater difficulties in recognizing melodies
or
discriminating between
different
instruments
in
comparison
to
normal-hearing listeners'' [2]. This results in
the lack of rhythmic detection using CIs,
leading users to have difficulty to listening
to musical pieces with multiple voices or
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instruments [2]. This leads to the use of
visual aids.
For DHH people sight is a key sense
used to perceive the world around them.
Consider the use of video games. Video
games are a sight-based technology. Games
clearly show the environment or even story
of the game whether you can hear the
narrative or music. They use subtitles and
have storylines to help the user follow along
within the game. Although video games
aren’t made specifically for the DHH
community, they are a great example of an
integrated multi-sensory product. Games
include visual aids, sound, and touch. Visual
aid is the core of the video game as its
output onto a screen, sound typically
outputted from the computer speakers or
console in use, then controllers supply
haptic feedback. The touch sense
implemented from video game controllers
use vibrating motors or a haptic feedback
system. Depending on a game – say first
person games, the vibration of the controller
helps indicate the moves, location, or
surroundings the player is in. Haptic
feedback is a great tool that utilizes an
additional sense – touch – to give the player
an enhanced experience to the video game.
After taking a look at how using
multiple senses contributes to an enhanced
and personal experience, research then
began to look at current products that use
multiple senses for the DHH community.
Products include backpacks and necklaces
that use vibration motors. The motors
provide feedback to the song currently being
played. Some relied on bass others relied on
amplifying the vibrations that would come
off a speaker but not play the sound aloud.
Other tools included visual videos to songs
that had a person signing the lyrics and
including subtitles at the bottom of the

video. Although all these tools are useful
and currently implemented the societal
problem became clear. There’s a lack of
accessible and integrated devices that
utilizes the two senses -- sight and touch to
enhance and provide a sensational musical
experience for an individual, specifically in
the deaf/hard of hearing community.
Coming back from Fall 2019 into
Spring 2020, new discoveries and research
revealed, this societal problem isn’t only
specific to one community or group of
people. This is a problem affected by
various people. The updated societal
explores the lack of integrated devices that
utilize multiple senses to provide an
enhanced musical experience for a universal
audience.
Key improvements to the now
refined societal problem is defining key
words and exploring current resources all
people have, to listen to music, and the lack
of developed integrated devices for an
enhanced musical experience.
Starting off with defining music and
universal. Music taken from a book titled
Keywords in Sound, music is defined as
“organized sound” [3]. This definition best
suits the Sight of Touch project because the
design is built on a note by note basis.
Musically, the project is based on a range of
musical notes, specifically frequencies – to
be discussed later on. Universal describes
the inclusion of all people without the
discrimination or exclusion of a person’s
background and mental or physical
attributes. By updating the societal problem
to be all inclusive the project reaches a
greater audience with no borders – the same
way music communicates to a wide range
audience without boundaries.
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The concept of music is not only an
auditory sense. Music is an experience –
whether a person listens to music, feels
music, plays an instrument, or uses visual
aid imagery, music is boundaryless and so is
the audience of this societal problem.
Although research from Fall 2019 focused
on the usage of music within the DHH
community, common trends revealed
music’s positive stimulus to those who
aren’t DHH. Therefore, the design no longer
focuses on a specific community, but a
universal audience – children, elderly, those
with classified disabilities, or even those
who want an alternative experience with
music.
Global universal benefits of music
include the sense of community and
belonging. A person doesn’t need to be an
expert in order to create or appreciate music.
Take children for instance. They create
sounds with toy instruments or follow the
cadence of a poem, things individual items
can create a melody or rhythm, thus making
music. Music is helpful as it’s also used for
music therapy. Benefits from listening to
music include reducing pain and anxiety,
stress relief, memory improvement, and
development of strong neural activity [4].
Other positive musical contributions include
reduction of negative effects from people
with conditions of depression, deafness, and
schizophrenia. A Turkish study revealed
musical therapy supports the wellbeing of
patients diagnosed with schizophrenia [5].
There are numerous studies backing
up the idea of music’s positivity to a
person’s health and wellbeing, so the next
level of study was the way people used
music. Humans hold five senses – sight,
touch, hearing, smell, and taste – all of
which contribute to how we as humans
perceive the world. The more senses used

for a particular experience the more
enhanced that experience is. Musical
applications such as visualization create a
relationship to what’s being heard to what
can be seen. Even bridging together, a touch
to sight.
Adding to research from Fall 2019,
Spring 2020 research supported the idea that
there’s a lack of integrated devices
incorporating multiple senses. The only
difference this time - the research includes
people of all backgrounds. Majority of the
products on the market use two senses sight
and touch or sight and hearing. For instance,
movie theatres. Cinemas today spend a large
portion on great seating, high end movie
screens for a better quality, and top-notch
sound quality, but for someone with a
classified disability or a person who wants
more out of a movie are stuck with the use
of two senses or even one sense. IMAX
cinemas are enhanced to provide a
multi-sensational experience, but prices are
expenses that not everyone is suited to
afford. Video games are a great
multi-sensory technology that includes a
large universal audience. Games provide
sight, touch, and sound. The downside? Not
everyone plays video games nor have the
time to explore what console they want to
invest in.
Unlike video games, music has a
long history and relationship with people of
all backgrounds. Music has a universal
audience. An average 51% of the United
States population listens to music on a daily
basis [6]. Over half the U.S. population
experience music in some form, the key is
how to enhance this experience in a way that
reaches a universal audience the same way
music does. The solution is by solving this
societal problem: the lack of integrated
devices that utilize multiple senses to
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provide an enhanced musical experience for
a universal audience.
III.

DESIGN IDEA

Given the problem statement, our
team constructed a Punch List that is
composed of the main features and its
specific measurable metrics to serve as a
guideline for our device design. This was
initially created in the Fall Semester (can be
shown in Table I) and was slightly revised
this
Spring
semester
with
small
modifications (can be shown in Table II). It
is in this section which we will describe
each essential feature and how each shall be
achieved.
Table I
Fall 2019 Punch List [7]

Table II
Spring 2020 Punch List [8]

To provide a sensational musical
experience for a universal audience, the
multi-sensory device brings the 3 senses:
sight, touch, and hearing together. These
senses can be associated with the features:
visual aid, haptic feedback, and audio
respectively. The feature of synchronization
synchronizes these 3 mentioned features for
that enhanced musical multi-sensory
experience. Additionally, in the list we
stated that the design will offer a multiple
user interaction/experience with the metric
of at least 1-2 people using the device. Thus,
there are 5 main features that encompasses
the team’s Design Idea Contract which can
be seen in Tables 1 and 2.
Due to the integration of multiple
senses, each feature in the design has its
own metrics to ensure that it constitutes to
the design’s purpose Ultimately the 3
sensory features are to be synchronized to
allow the audible sounds aligned with the
visuals and haptic feedback features. Thus,
the design features and its measurable
metrics will be described as follows. The
audio feature will be the driving input as it
will be outputted visually and through the
touch sensation. In the Fall semester, the
audio (music notes) were played at a
frequency range between 320 Hz - 850 Hz
and scaled by ¼ for the output of the haptic
feedback system. The touch sense provided
the output of haptic feedback sensation to
translating the musical notes from a
frequency limit of 80 Hz to 230 Hz, with the
hand sensation frequency range of 80 Hz 250 Hz. Conversely, the visual aid feature
will provide a visual translation of the
musical frequencies to a specified
perceivable color within the Visible Light
Spectrum (VLS). Essentially, these colors
are mapped to a specific audible/musical
range of frequencies. In the Fall semester,
the visual aid features were ideally
7

represented through individual LEDs. The
feature of synchronization shall integrate the
audio, visual aid, and haptic feedback where
there will be a timing delay between both
the haptic feedback and visual aid after a
range of frequencies are played to be of
10ms or better. Synchronization like
mentioned earlier will elicit the user’s
experience with music to be improved
through the participation of multiple senses.
Last semester the main goal was to ensure
that the metrics would be met for each
feature, thus the design implementation for
the feature of multiple user engagement
wouldn’t be fully implemented -- but was
modified and met for Spring semester.
Therefore a rough sketch diagram for
Fall Semester can be displayed in the image
below. Fig. 1 [9] ideally represents the
synchronization features of the audio, haptic
feedback, and visual aid features. The audio
will be playbacked through the computer
device from a software program which
would output the visuals (colors/LEDs) and
touch sensation which is driven by the
hardware device Arduino and vibration
motors. This shows a visual display of the
Design Feature Set implementation for last
Fall.

Fig. 1 Fall 2019 Lab Prototype Design
Schematic [9]
The image below [10] shows the
final hardware and software setup of our
team’s design last Fall Semester during the

Senior Design Showcase. It can be implied
that features of the design were met and
measurable metrics were achieved and
distinctly follows the schematic image
above. The multi - user aspect is done
through a potential user(s) can place their
hands on top of the board to feel the notes
being played, additionally the LEDs are
ordered in the VLS spectrum for the display
of the musical notes.

Fig. 2 Fall 2019 Design Showcase
Implementation [10]
In the beginning of the Spring
semester there were no new modifications
made to the Design Idea Contract (Punch
List) although revisions were made/finalized
due to the device testing schedule and action
plans. There were only two slight
modifications made and this was specific to
the audio and haptic feedback features. The
main changes were as follows:
Audio Feature: music notes transitioned
from a frequency range of 320 Hz - 850 Hz
(Fall 2019) → 330 Hz - 784 Hz (Spring
2020) with the additional revision to be
scaled by ⅙ for the output of the haptic
feedback device. This modification was
made due to the results of the device testing
for the vibration motors not fully meeting
the initial measurable metric. Thus, the
haptic feedback feature was also modified:
to operate from 80 Hz - 230 Hz (Fall 2019)
→ 55 Hz - 130 Hz.
8

With these two main modifications the other
features (visual aid, synchronization, and
multiple-user interaction) were not at all
modified.
Although,
the
design
implementations / executions to the overall
build was more enhanced for the Spring.
This can be presented in Appendix B[11]
which represents the end deployable
prototype schematic of the multi-sensory
device.
For example, the visual aid was transitioned
from individual LEDs to a larger scale of
LED panels -- to visually represent the
musical notes through detectable colors as
well as textual form (if applicable). The
implementation of the visuals are portrayed
through two LED panels that are displayed
in the middle of the clear cube, supporting
the visual/sight feature of seeing.
Additionally,
the
device
is
implemented in a cube shaped form that will
allow
for
a
multiple
user
interaction/experience with music. This idea
was actually originally constructed also in
the Fall but we fully implemented it in the
Spring. This build is designed to address the
audience aspect of potential users of the
device as well as allowing the features of
haptic feedback and inclusivity. Where the
vibration motors are to be also placed on the
panel boards for 1 - 2 people touching /
interacting with the touch sensation of the
sounds. Thus, building the device in a cube
form encompasses the senses of seeing,
touching, and feeling the musical notes
where one can have a unique and inclusive
experience with music.
An additional modification made this
Spring Semester was previously discussed in
the first section, which was the problem
statement. With this newly revised layout
and modifications for the end deployable
prototype we did meet and address the
societal problem. From Fig. 3, through this

design, synchronization of features, and
incorporation of multiple senses, multiple
individual(s) can have a unique, alternative
experience to visualizing and feeling a
musical note -- touching the basis of the
Punch List requirements. This will be
further discussed in Section IX: Deployable
Prototype Status in such detail of how and to
what extent our device prototype at the
Spring semester meets the design idea. Next
we will move onto discussion of the funding
involved throughout the year to implement
the features started from the design idea.
IV.

FUNDING

Here are the components that were
purchased from the first semester of Fall
2019 to Spring 2020. Not all of the
equipment shown here was used in the
project. Some of the items were used for
testing purposes and/or comparing different
products. For example the LRAs, we
purchased 12, 6 were used on the final
project, 3 broke and 3 are left over. The
ERM motors were purchased to compare the
vibrations to the LRAs. A total of 3 arduinos
were purchased, 2 of which were used for
the final project and an extra for spare and in
case of risks. The 100pcs of LEDs were
used in our first semester, where we decided
to connect single LEDs to each note. The
N-channel MOSFETs were used to test the
vibrational motors, in hope to get better
vibrational frequencies. The 16x16 LED
panels were incorporated in our second
semester. We decided to include this in our
second semester, since it would enhance the
visual experience of the user. The acrylic
board was to build a 8x8 see through cube.
This would allow us to include all of our
components inside the cube, making it more
appealing and easier to hold. In order to hold
the sides together, we used Gorilla super
glue. The leg tips were purchased to reduce
9

the vibrations coming from the panel from
Table III shown below, has the
our first prototype. White foam board poster
breakdown of the items purchased in
was to build the poster for our
quantities, price and totals.
demonstration. Finally the gyroscope was
purchased to measure the frequencies that
were being emitted from the vibrational
motors. All of our components came out to
be a total of about $500 USD for both
semesters.
Table III
Overall Funding & Purchases for both Fall 2019 - Spring 2020 [12]
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V.

PROJECT MILESTONES

For two semesters our group has
worked together to create a prototype that
would meet the expectations that we laid
out, for a topic that we all agreed on. Since
the beginning of the class there are many
events that we would consider remarkable
and important. Though there are a select few
events that we believe were the critical
milestones that if we could not complete
them, we would not be here now. To us
these events were our milestones first
completing our Fall proof of concept, Senior
design showcase, completing spring testing,
construction of the Spring prototype, and
lastly the final documentation report. Each
of these events is the culmination of many
hours of work and research that lead to a
tangible result that we could present. Also,
each of these milestones taught us important
information that we haven’t considered
beforehand giving us even more knowledge
about our own project. Going all the way
back to Fall semester we will start with the
Fall proof of concept.
The end of Fall semester
required that we had a proof of concept to
show at the Senior design showcase. This
meant that we needed a device that would
demonstrate each of our prototype’s main
features. At the time our punch list was
made up of 5 main features. [7] As a group
we wanted to follow a simpler version of our
ideal design, we envisioned the cube with
each panel displaying a sense to be the final
project. With the time we had back then, we
agreed that having one panel with all the
sense on it would meet the requirement.
Thus, we began thinking on how we wanted
to meet each sense and where our
justification would come from. For the lights
we had already begun on code that would
play computerized pitch of the frequency we

entered. This would be the backbone for the
Fall and spring design. The program
displays the frequency in a waveform, prints
the frequency, and even plays the pitch of
said frequency. Building upon this for the
visual component we would have different
colored leds light up when a key was
pressed. The sound portion of the metrics
required that our notes were within a
specific frequency range 320-850hz. [7]
Alexis verified our programs frequencies by
first creating notes on her iPad. Then she
analyzed the created notes with a software
called WavePad that would apply the FFT to
find the frequency. Though we had notes at
the time, for Fall we decided the pitches
would be fine for a proof of concept. For the
haptic component of the project Christian
and Alex worked to get vibration motors to
work. We agreed that using the Arduino and
vibration motors would be the best method
as we were already powering LEDS and
wanted our software to control the hardware.
Christian worked on the PWM calculation
and tabulating the correct value to get the
desired voltage. Using the data sheet with
the specific voltages calculated we had
assigned specific frequency ranges to each
note. For the multiple users we used a panel
that could fit two hands. Then finally for the
delay that had to be less that 10ms, Alex
used an oscilloscope to test the startup time.
Having the laptop hooked up the Arduino
the software would run and whenever a key
on the keyboard was pressed the hardware
started. The Arduino controlled the leds and
vibrations motors, which would both happen
at almost the same time. This would give the
impression of multiple senses being
displayed as soon as the key was pressed.
With all the concepts complete we were
satisfied as a group that our design
showcased the main features of our project.
This design is what we used in the Fall
showcase and was the centerpiece for our
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final fall instructor meeting. This part was
completed on 12/2/19 just in time for the
next milestone, the Fall showcase.
The Fall Design Showcase was a great
event that we believe was very useful to us.
Though there is not much time in between
milestones this event was more so an
experience for us. Seeing all the other
groups' projects and everyone dressed up to
impress the public was a very fun event.
However, the most important aspect from
this event is what we learned. We were able
to see other groups current prototypes and
talk to them about what their plans were for
spring. What changes are they going to do?
Were they going to continue the current
design, or did they learn of problems with
the design? Besides talking to other groups,
we also got to talk to the public. We met a
couple of people that gave us insight into the
problem that we never considered. One
person commented if the device could
translate the music as it played, or another
person commented if we knew about any
standards for converting music into sense
already as he had created his own standard
in his previous work. Including outside
critique, we also received outside resources.
One person that came up to us during the
showcase currently worked at a recording
studio and offered his contact to his boss. He
said that we may be able to have access to
their recording studio for testing our audio
or recording our notes. So even though we
ourselves didn’t progress that much from the
previous milestone the experience itself was
we believe to be a great experience and one
we will all remember when we think of
senior design.
Moving into Spring semester the next
big part of our project was to test our
features and construct our deployable
prototype. As we worked for a majority of

spring semester when we finished our
testing, we considered this another major
milestone. The significance of completing
the testing means that our current prototype
meets the punch list thus clearing the major
hurdle of having a “complete” project. Our
testing completed when all our features meet
our punch list even with the new hardware
and design that we wanted to implement for
the prototype. The music had the same
testing as last semester using WavePad to
verify the frequency of the notes, but Alexis
created new notes for our device to play so
this means she had to retest these new notes.
Ensuring that the new notes still meet the
same frequency range will be critical as the
motors are based directly on the musical
frequency. For the visual aid we had
implemented the use of LED panels that
would be a more noticeable visual feature
than leds. Carmela worked hard on verifying
the wavelength of each color. Using the
color table, she created last semester and the
WhatAColor app. She would take pictures
of the leds on the panel and verify the RGB
color and wavelength to the table. Thus,
ensuring we were displaying the correct
color for each note. The motor testing was
also completed though we did have some
troubles. Since the beginning of construction
as a group we have had problems with the
motors. Initially it was motor performance
due to Arduino limitation, but now we were
having troubles completing the frequency
testing. Christian and Alex were having
trouble completing the testing and then soon
realized we would not be able to fulfill what
we promised earlier. We used the data sheet
to predict performance, but Alex misread
that information. So, the scaling had to be
changed and thankfully the professor
approved the frequency ranges to be
changed and to adjust the motor frequency
scaling. This led to our new punch list that
has a different musical frequency range and
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a
1/6th
motor
scaling.
For the
synchronization, the same test was done on
our new hardware and setup. Testing the
same as the previous semester involved
using an oscilloscope to measure the
hardware’s startup time and the time it takes
for each device to startup working together.
With all the features meeting our new punch
list this gave us the green light to work on
our build. This was a relief for us as the
problem with the motor cut very close to the
deadline of needing to complete the project.
On to the build this is another major
milestone for the sole reason that upon
completion this meant the end of our
physical building and that means for the rest
of the class it would just leave assigned
reports. The build was complete on the same
day as testing completion. Both tasks were
working together as we completed testing,
we were happy to implement the feature
onto the final prototype. Construction began
with our design; we still wanted a cube since
it helped with the multiple user feature.
Almost all sides of the cube would have
hardware that displayed a sense. Two sides
with led panels for visual aid and two panels
with motors for haptic feedback. Along with
the shape we had changed material for the
case. In Fall we had used recycled wood
planks. After our accelerometer testing, we
noticed that plastic panels we had gotten in
Spring had a better feel than the wood. The
plastic also made it easier to see the LED
panels in our design. The placement of the
hardware, opposite to each other was
important as it helped fulfill the multiple
user aspect. Two people could use the
device if they put our prototype between
them. Construction wasn’t bad as Alexis had
gotten some panels cut out to eight by eight
size. We used eight inches as our basis since
it could fit two of our hands on a panel
comfortably. Since Alexis' father also had a

plastic glue majority of the design was
complete at her house. We only had the top
left open to allow us to access for the wiring.
Also, one side had to be opened to allow for
the wires to come out. With the container
done we had to place the hardware and wires
down. Once that was complete and the wires
were grouped for easy use all that was left
was the software. That was done quickly as
we had figured out the software during
testing. Completing the physical prototype
was one of the biggest milestones of the
project. With it complete we were able to
make our prototype video and move on to
the last major assignment in the class, the
end of project documentation.
The final report is the last major
milestone. It will be the culmination of both
semesters as almost every section is based
on previous assignments in the class. The
final report showcases all the work we have
done for our project as well as the research
done for our societal problem. Compiling all
aspects of the project like cost, hardware,
resources, and references nothing should be
missed in this paper. When the final report is
complete it will signify the end of our senior
design class, which may be the biggest
milestone in the whole class.
VI.

WORK BREAKDOWN
STRUCTURE

In all the fields of engineering,
project management is key for a successful
project. Before execution of project
implementation, it‘s essential to develop a
clear and detailed understanding of how a
group will accomplish and develop a
laboratory prototype. For example, our
project is structured by smaller milestones
that will eventually lead to our final
prototype. Our first milestone would be to
choose a societal problem. Once we had a
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societal problem chosen, we had to get it
approved by our instructor. He gave us
better advice and a better understanding of
what had to be done. With every design, we
have to prove each of our features with data.
Which leads to our next milestone for the
fall semester. Measurable metrics for all
features. We were all responsible to measure
our own feature (haptic feedback, audio,
lighting, and synchronization) components
with real data collected by the prototype.
With the data collected, we had to write a
report and present our measurable metrics to
the class. Once we had our measurable
metrics confirmed and approved, we were
ready to start our first build stage of our
prototype. This had to be finished by
December 2, 2019 in order to demo our final
project for this semester. During winter
break, we were all brainstorming on how to
improve our prototype for the Spring 2020
semester. The first week of Spring Semester,
we had to have a problem statement
revision. That means we had to have a plan
of what our second semester of senior
design would look like. In a couple of weeks
we would have to do a device test plan of
our somewhat modified feetures. On
February 4, 2020 our team had to do
research on our market review as well as
presenting to the class. During the switch to
our new schedule due to the shut down of
our campus, we had to finish the build ahead
of schedule and make a video of our
midterm progress review. Like all engineers,
we had to evaluate our ethics skills. First our
instructor posted lectures of ethics examples
and then everyone had to take a quiz about
multiple scenarios. Finally our final
milestone and one of the most important
documentations is the end of project
documentation. This is by far the heaviest
graded assignment for this semester.
All of these milestones would not
have been possible if our team would not

have put in the time and effort in the project.
Our team as of March 12, 2020, has a total
of 846.85 hours worked on the project. The
project at that time was at 81% complete. By
the time we are done with the end of project
documentation the team would have worked
over 900 hours. Our team decided to break
our work by feature list. Eached picked a
feature that everyone felt comfortable doing.
Alexis, focused on the music/visual aid.
Carmela, focused on visual aid. Alex, did
the synchronization/vibration motors. And
Christian focused on the vibrational motors.
Alexis tasked were; creating the audio file
(Piano), playing the audio file, play file with
frequency range, translating file as well as
writing output to a file, hardware,
incorporating a piezo speaker, link spread,
microcontroller, mount hardware to a panel
for presentation and testing the audio
frequencies. Looking back at the weekly
reports from the first semester to present.
Alexis worked a total of 98.15 hours on her
features lists. This includes all the features
she worked on (Music, vibration motors,
visual aid and programming). For group
meetings, she has a total of 32.75 hours. For
the assignments, she worked a total of
110.35 hours. This includes all the writing
assignments
from
both
semesters,
presentations (Powerpoints), formating,
research. Alexis also contributes 16.75 hours
of outreach to other professors or the
community. Moving to haptic feedback,
Christian was responsible for this feature.
His feature tasks were; ERM/LRA,
determining vibrational motors, test freq.,
hardware, test motor drivers, test power
supply, microcontroller, make motor vibrate,
assign freq. To certain ranges, input number
to audio file, scale audio input, fall design,
mount motors and microcontroller on board,
test motor layouts and material. He worked a
total of 85.5 hours on his features lists. For
the assignments from both semesters, he
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worked a total of 80 hours. He also met with
the team for a total of 27 hours. Moving on
to visual aid, Carmela was responsible for
incorporating a visual experience to the user.
Her feature tasks were; hardware, LED’s,
assign values, color frequencies table, assign
colors and set frequencies for each LED,
microcontroller, program LEDs to light up,
make LED’s light up with audio file, fall
design, create row of 7 LED’s, mount design
board, incorporate and build new
components. She worked a total of 71.5
hours to complete her features list. For all
the assignments, starting from the first
semester, she worked a total of 151.75
hours. She also met with the group for a
total of 32.75 hours. For the synchronization
feature, Alex was responsible for these
tasks; hardware, laser rotator sensor,
oscilloscope, testing, test accuracy of LEDs
given audio file frequency, test accuracy of
motors given audio file frequency, software,
drive the LEDs with audio file, drive,
motors with audio file, test the timing delay
for all devices used. Alex, worked a total of
78.85 hours on the feature tasks. For all the
assignments from the beginning of senior
design, he worked a total of 84 hours. He
met with the team for a total of 30.5 hours.
The assignment portion includes the end of
the year documentation.
Looking at Table IV. We can see a
Summary of the features that each team
member worked on and the total hours spent
working on each feature.

Table IV
Summary of Project Statistics [13]

Table V, shows the individual hours each
team member works on, in order to finish
the prototype.
Table V
Individual Hours [14]

VII.

RISK ASSESSMENT

When designing a project, it
is essential to plan out every milestone and
every step, but when dealing with projects
and planning deadlines in advance, we
cannot assume that everything will go as
planned. We have to take into account the
many risks that could affect or slow down
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the build of the project and figure out
mitigations to overcome these hurdles.
When assessing our risks, we decided to talk
about the risks that could arise from each
feature and then talk about any other risks
that could arise from natural causes or
problems outside of our control.
The first feature assessed is the
auditory feature. Some of the risks in this
feature is the lack of software to accurately
measure the frequency that;s in the
frequency range. If we can’t prove our
frequencies with measurable metrics, we
will not be able to prove that our audio is
playing at our desired frequency range.
Another software risk is with the use
of software taking audio files as input. One
of our hardwares being used is an Arduino
and software, knowing that this software
does not work with the audio file. This
would alter the entire set up of the project
and more configurations would have to be
incorporated which could be expensive to
purchase or difficult to use. Another risk
would be that the files are not correctly
formatted. If the audio file is not formatted
properly, the software we use may not
accept it which would then over cast on the
vibration motors and the synchronization.
The last risk for audio is the hardware.
Hardware includes the speakers and use of
different programs on multiple computers.
Audio will play different notes aloud as they
are being transmitted through the
microcontroller to vibration motors and
LEDs. It’s a risk assuming that the audio
will play automatically aloud from software
to the computer. Some of the mitigations for
this portion of feature are: beginning work
packages as soon as possible, graphing a
Fast Fourier Transform, using MATLAB.,
making sure everyone in the group has
downloaded the appropriate software and is
tested on each computer, go through arduino

libraries to see if an arduino input file is
supported.
Our second feature to assess is haptic
feedback. Some of the main risks are
hardware malfunctions, limited resources,
and human errors. All of our motors were
purchased from the same vendor, Precision
Microcontrollers. They have been in the
business of making vibrations motors and
include a very detailed performance of their
product. Even though they are well known
for their vibration motors, mass producing
many motors have a higher risk of getting
faulty motors or drivers. This could have a
negative impact if we are trying to measure
the frequencies output, we would get faulty
reading.
Getting faulty products could lead us
to our next risk, which is having a limited
resource. All of the motors are shipt from
their warehouse which is located in England.
If we wait to test our vibrational motors too
late, we could run out of vibration motors.
Depending how close we are to deadlines,
this could mean we use less vibration motors
due to shipping delays or simply change our
whole scope of the project.
A big risk when building circuits are
human errors. Not knowing the limitations
of the hardware and/or knowing how to use
the hardware properly could lead to burnt
circuits, motors, laptops, or anything
attached to the circuit.
In order to mitigate the risk that
could arise from building the vibrational
motors are: purchase extra motors and study
the hardware before attempting to build the
circuit.
For our third feature, we will talk
about the visual aid. The risk can vary from
hardware
or
software
design
implementation, quantity and performance
effectively of LEDs. A hardware design risk
of LEDs could possibly be the setup and
wiring connection of components. More
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specifically a hardware risk may include: no
presence of a current limiting resistor, blown
off LED, wiring connections that may result
in no source of light and/or electrical
hazards (power outage, burnout), too much
heat, as well as the external voltage power
applied.
Additional potential risks from
software is the association may include not
finding a compatible software that would
serve the features to be in sync with the
microcontroller to produce LED output and
sound frequency mapping to a color can’t be
done. Some risks may include damage to
external computer parts if software
programs are not compatible to devices and
storage availability for devices.
Some possible mitigation to limit the
risks of happening, we could run the LEDs
with low current avoiding any burn outs or
blow outs. A possible mitigation plan to
reduce the hardware potential risks is to
have all team members, specifically the
member responsible for the visual aid
feature, to be aware of the basics in circuitry
and power/currents involved. Starting to
work early on the packages, can mitigate
many of these risks because we would have
time to study and find other solutions.
For our final feature we have
Synchronization of audio, haptic feedback,
and visual aid. Most of these risks are
related to the oscilloscope and feature
dependency. Since this feature relies on the
other main features if there are problems
with those features it can impact the timing
for this feature.
Another risk with having the same
input to multiple devices is working with
powering the device. Considering the
arduino to control the feature if it could
supply enough power to both devices. This
could lead to many sub risks, which include
blown out circuits or even having current
come back to the source which in our case is

the laptop. That can be a very expensive
risk. Since the oscilloscope will be hooked
up to the hardware circuits of each feature
there is a possibility of shorting or breaking
any electronics when testing the timing.
The main mitigation strategy that
involves the oscilloscope is to complete the
project early or try to create our own
oscilloscope using the microcontroller. The
main way to mitigate the risk of having
multiple inputs and using an oscilloscope is
being careful when setting up the devices
and having multiple copies of components.
In the case if some components burn out, we
can
purchase
more
or
different
microcontrollers that would allow us to have
extra, in case one blew out.
Those are some of the risks that our
team identified according to our features
lists. But looking back to what happened in
Fall 2018 year with the wildfires, causing a
campus closure for two whole weeks. This
put everyone at a high risk for this semester
since speculation was that the planet was
getting hotter and therefore expected more
wildfires. In order to mitigate a disaster like
the wildfire in Fall 2018, the professor
handed out an alternative schedule for
assignments and projects. We would still be
held accountable for turning in all the
assignments. This means that we as a team
would have to speed up our build process, so
we could finish ahead of time and focus on
the final assignments. Table VI (on next
page) shows the risk assessment chart. It’s
an overview of the most significant tasks
identified for the project design. In order to
create our chart, we referred to the Work
Breakdown Structure and went through each
feature/element and identified if there is an
associated risk.
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Table VI
Overall Risk Assessment Table [15]

Designing the project focused on how the
team can build such a device that has a
universal audience, utilizes multiple senses
and works synchronously. As a result, the
team designed a product that uses sound,
visual aid, and haptic feedback. Sound is
relative to the hearing sense, visual aid to
sight, and haptic feedback to touch. The
main glue to these features is synchronicity.
All three features work together, delivering
an enhanced experience with music.
The thought process or philosophy
stems from each feature seen individually
and as part of a collective whole.

VIII.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Making sure to understand the
societal problem lends its hand to creating
the design idea then to the design
philosophy. Breaking down each aspect of
the design down to each minute detail
reveals a story and connection. A design
idea reflects a product’s end-goal.
Describing how the design of a product
could approach a solution to the problem,
but the design philosophy takes a closer look
into how each aspect of the design connects
to the societal problem. In an attempt to
solidify there is a societal problem and how
integrating multiple features working
synchronously will impact the societal
problem positively.
Stating the societal problem there is
a lack of integrated devices utilizing
multiple senses for an enhanced musical
experience for a universal audience. This
means, current devices lack a universal
targeted audience and lack the focus on
incorporating music or any entertainment
aspect by incorporating multiple senses.

Sounds surround us everywhere we
go. Whether it’s the siren of a firetruck,
chirping of the morning birds, or even our
own footsteps as we walk. Sounds are
inescapable. Once sounds are repeated,
creating a pattern, a rhythm develops.
Rhythms lead to songs, outputting a cadence
catchable to the human ear. Patterns created
by the repetition of sounds have evolved
throughout time and culture. Stories of
ancient ancestors creating drums or string
instruments have evolved from every
culture. The ancient stories or history of
music is not only a way to mark a place in
history, but a form of communication.
Communicating what words cannot. The
philosophy of this design and the goal of
music – classified as “organized sound” – is
to allow a free range of communication. A
communication that can’t be used with
words, but self-expression and creativity.
For example, movies. During a movie the
intensity of a scene is not intensified by the
word’s actors say, but the background
music. If the music is slow, pierced with
screeching violins playing, then the audience
is marked with a sense of suspense. In the
form of a movie, music is accompanied with
a visual aid – the actual movie. In a similar
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fashion, the Sight of Touch design
philosophy sets music to collaborate with
visual aids through an assignment of color.
Music, specifically sounds, target the
hearing sense. If hearing is not a person’s
strong sense or they want to add a
heightened exposure to sound, having a
visual aid to assist offers an inclusive
experience. Like watching movies there’s a
correlation to what is heard and seen.
Adolescent children create assimilations
between songs and acting out the words to
the song. In the same sense, this project
creates a relationship between musical
sounds and a color. Exemplified within this
project is the piano. The piano is a melodic
instrument, meaning the sounds that come
out of a piano bounce off one another to
create a fluidity in what is heard.
Technically speaking the music is analyzed
down to frequency – a numeric value.
Frequency is the measurement of a vibration
through a set time. Visually speaking,
frequencies look like a wave – a sinusoidal
wave. Analyzing music down to a frequency
gives the first taste of how music can be
translated into something that can be seen.

Fig. 3 WavePad G4 Note Gain vs Frequency
Waveform [16]
From the figure above the frequency wave
of a piano specifically of a G4 note,
overtime forms a wave. This wave is a
visual portal to what music can look like.

Relating a frequency wave to the use
of visual aids in the project, colors add a
sense of depth to a sound. By creating a
Visual Aid Color - Frequency Table in
Appendix B Table B-V, each color and note
based on the piano (within the set frequency
range) are assigned together. Configuring
the note to color relationship wasn’t a blind
assignment, it’s based on research between
music and colors that’s been studied for
many years. Although there is no standard
table of correlation, there is an agreed base
point to the associations. As a result, the
colors used are based within the visible light
spectrum, specifically the color of the
rainbow.
When it came to pair the two features
together the software and hardware needed
to make sure the relationship was obvious to
any user. Software – seen Appendix C
Figure C3, reveals the use of an Arduino
library, “Fast LED”, allowing colors to be
assigned and controlled then output onto a
device. For the deployable prototype the
colors are output onto a 16 by 16 LED
matrix panel. The LED’s are coded a color
value based on the Red-Green-Blue (RGB)
color schematic. The Color Frequency Table
sets up a range of RGB, Hex, and
Wavelength values allowed to be used
within the project. Those values are mainly
set for testing purposes, but gives room to
programming color values that will fully
allude to the correlation of the notes it’s
assigned to.
Programming the colors to a note,
begins to transform a story to a language,
communicating what’s heard to what can be
seen. Taking this form of communication,
the project adds another sense – touch. By
adding a feature of touch, the design rises to
the next level. The music and colors don’t
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just “paint a pretty picture”, for a user to just
witness, but transpired into what can be felt.
People who play instruments,
understand there’s a natural resonance when
playing an instrument. Especially for a
pianist. Hitting a key on a piano reciprocates
a natural vibration sensation to the hand
because of the hammers and strings inside
the piano and the hood. The same is likely to
occur for various other instruments when
played. Since the Sight of Touch project
aims for a universal audience, people who
aren’t as familiar with playing live
instruments will be able to grasp the
sensation though this design.
Now, that a correlation is built
between notes and color, the next step is
correlating the haptic feedback system.
Integrating a haptic feedback system to the
design, brings the feature list full circle,
back to music’s frequencies. The set
frequency range for music is scaled down by
1/6th as the output goal for the vibration
motors. By having a direct scale from the
notes to the vibrations, the design draws a
close link to those frequencies that are
heard, the frequencies seen as a wave form,
then assigned to a color, and now touch. Still
keeping in mind the idea for a universal
targeted audience. For a consumer who may
not be able to hear, they can still fully
interact with the device by using their sight
and touch senses. A product user, with
special needs is able to access this product
and hear, see, and feel an entirely new
experience.
The
book
Musical
Communication describes music “as a
powerful means of communication…
provid[ing] a means by which people can
share emotion, intentions, and meanings
even though their spoken languages may be
mutually incomprehensible” [17].

As music is such a grand form of
communication, it was logical to create a
device emphasizing this and emphasizing
the way people communicate with their
senses can be transformed to an experience
in its entirety. Including a haptic feedback
system brings to life something 2
dimensional to 3 dimensional. Scaling the
motors by 1/6th was primarily based on
testing and the corresponding outcomes. In
order to deliver appropriate vibrations,
research led to purchasing Linear Resonant
Actuators (LRAs). These motors are able to
support complex waveforms and provide a
detailed tactile output – further discussion of
the LRAs is in section III Design Idea and
Appendix B. The motors are physically
circuited to a panel, in a conveniently
accessible way for the user to place their
hand and feel the music being played. As if
they had their hand on a real piano, but this
time they will witness the touch they feel to
a color they see and a sound they hear.
Bringing the design philosophy to be
concluded with the glue of the project –
synchronicity.
To be able to get the outcome or
experience described above, all features are
to work simultaneously. The idea of
witnessing a live instrument is the goal.
Whether the user has played an instrument
or never touched one, this impression of an
enhanced experience works when all feature
sets are all synchronized at once. Otherwise,
playing a musical note then outputting a
color, not assigned to the not just played
causes confusion to what the project is. The
project design besides being a new musical
experience, is a basis, a foundation to a set
of
universal
correlations/assignments
between what is heard, seen, and felt. As
mentioned before, assigning color to a note
is not new, but there are variations. Not
having some form of universal basis for a
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note to color assignment or note to haptic
feedback can lead to confusion for many
users, especially those seeking an alternative
experience or form of entertainment when it
comes to music.
This design philosophy looks closely
to the relationship between people, music,
and the way they interact with music. Aimed
as an all-inclusive design, juxtaposing
human senses to music, and technology, the
societal problem becomes less of a problem
and more of a reason to vehicle to enhance
technology to be universal and engaging.
IX.

DEPLOYABLE PROTOTYPE
STATUS

The focus of this Spring semester
was on ensuring that our team followed the
device test plan to complete build of the
device prototype. This device testing plan
describes in detail the testing necessary for
each specific feature with the assigned team
member module leader, and more
importantly the expected date the testing
ideally should be done. Additionally, as a
team we had the intention to finish and have
a working, fully functional deployable
prototype done by the end of March; also
have it completed by the Midterm Progress
Review. The whole purpose of the testing
procedure is to confirm and validify the
theory to an idea within a specific
timeframe. In this procedure, each member
followed the schedule and tasks to ensure
that not only the tests would be done, but as
well as meeting our team’s design idea
contract. Despite the unexpected risk,
specifically the COVID-19 virus outbreak,
we planned accordingly to test and have a
deployable prototype that meets our design
specifications. With this intention and goal
in mind, as a result of the Midterm Progress
Review we received credit for the

completion of each feature meeting its
associated measurable metric, but also for
the
Deployable
Prototype
Review
assignment.
In other words, the status of the
deployable prototype as of this Spring term
is complete, 100% meeting our Design Idea
and we will support this by quantifiable
proof with the device test results for each
feature. We’ll also detail/summarize how the
finished prototype performs and meets the
design contract. This multi-sensory device is
composed of ideally four main features
which include audio, haptic feedback, visual
aid, and synchronization. Each feature was
tested/completed by a given member and
followed to meet the measurable metric
requirement.
A. Audio Feature
Firstly, the audio/music feature is the
integral part of the device as it is the
foundation for enabling the other
senses/features to be outputted. This feature
was functionally complete at the end of Fall
semester, but was slightly enhanced and
improved by the end of this Spring semester.
The definition of music in our design
implementation is gathered from individual
notes. With the measurable metric of music
being frequency, one big adjustment we
discovered we had to do during the testing
process was the modification to condensing
the frequency range of the note(s).
Additionally the notes were scaled down to
⅙ in accomodation for the motors,which we
will discuss shortly. The note range of the
device would now operate at 330 Hz - 784
Hz. The audio feature was done by using a
software application called WavePad Sound
Editor which utilized Fast Fourier
Transform(FFT) to analyze the frequency of
the individual note. There were a total of 10
musical notes that fell within a specified
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sound frequency range and ideally replicated
the sound of a piano. In other words, when a
note/key is played, the range is played in a
compilation. Each note was recorded by the
iPad application The Piano and was
uploaded to WavePad for analysis. For
example, the following image, refer to Fig. 3
can depict the testing analysis for a note,
specifically G4 through the FFT feature.
This shows the waveform of the note’s
translated amplitude and frequency,
outputting the peak frequency (note’s pitch)
which is in our desired metric.
Ultimately through this application ,
Alexis, the team member assigned for this
feature, was able to follow the similar
procedure for each note and ensure that it
would meet within the audio frequency
range. These results can be shown in Table
B-II: Audio Analysis and Testing Results in
Appendix B.
As it can be observed from the table,
each note was compared to the design
defined frequency range with the individual
value obtained from WavePad analysis.
Each note met the audio’s feature measurable metric requirement. With this
confirmation,
continued testing was
implemented and included in the software
program input of the audio file(s), to be
integrated with the other features. Thus, the
performance of the audio is provided that
the file recordings are the input to drive the
haptic feedback and visual aid feature(s).

from the Fall semester due to the testing
problems and observations we as a group
faced, specifically Christian and Alex. It is
good to note that this modification made no
drastic alterations to the overall design and
thankfully approved by Professor Tatro. The
reasoning to this motor scaling adjustment
was due to misinterpretation of the vibration
motor performance table and the limitations
of the Arduino Uno as well as the receiving
results that didn’t necessarily verify the
haptic feedback metric.
From the approval of modifying the
motor scaling, Alex and Chrisian then went
on the approach of validating the new motor
frequencies. The approach they took
involved using an accelerometer to obtain
the gravitational force of the motor as this
was the best device/method to determine
frequency. After obtaining the frequency it
was then applied to FFT to get more of an
accurate frequency reading. This process
involved using: MPU chip and an
oscilloscope for getting raw voltage/current
outputs and translating it into MATLAB for
vibrational
frequency
analysis;
MATWORKS which is a MATLAB forum
specifically was also used for additional
assistance.
An example of the testing result
gathered from MATLAB can be shown
down below where the data from Arduino is
applied into MATLAB for FFT analysis.

B. Haptic Feedback Feature
The feature haptic feedback was the
next crucial aspect of the design and
included moretrial/error testing and detailed
analysis. The main goal for the vibration
motors was modified to operate from 55 Hz
to 130 Hz and was scaled down from ¼ to ⅙
in relation to the audio feature. As
mentioned before, this was slightly different

Fig.4. MATLAB of vibrational frequency :
155 Duty Cycle [18]
The frequencies gathered from this
testing procedure were then compared to the
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expected results from the vibration motor
datasheets as well as the ranges from the
design contract. The table results in Table
B-III:Table for Accelerometer Values for
Haptic Feedback Feature and Table
B-IV:Table for New Duty Cycle Values for
Haptic Feedback Feature are found in
Appendix B; here it shows the data results
for the haptic feedback feature.
It can be observed that from these
data results, the motors were operating and
performing at a specified frequency range
that falls within the improved ⅙ scaling.
From this it can be integrated to perform
with the audio and visual aid feature
accordingly.
C. Visual Aid Feature
The visual aid feature provides the
visual translation of the musical note
frequencies which is assigned to a
perceivable color within the VLS. As stated,
the spectrum has a color wavelength range
of 400 - 700 nm where 380 - 740 nm is
detectable to the human eye. With this
feature it provides a sensory enhancement to
visually see what we hear, specifically the
musical notes. This Spring this feature was
mainly enhanced by the transition of using
individual LED’s to an LED panel -WS2812B 16X16 panel. To ensure that the
measurable metric for this visual aid feature
would be met, Carmela - the task module
leader worked on creating/modifying the
Color-Frequency Table. This table can be
shown in Table B-V of Appendix B and
defines the relationship between the audio
feature of musical notes and the colors of the
VLS, as well as the color wavelength, color
RGB/HEX values. The colors included are
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and
violet; with each color having assigned a
specific note range.

In addition, the basic testing results
for the LED panel can be shown in Table
B-VI in Appendix B.
It can be seen that the voltage and
current was tested from the 3 sources:
Arduino, multimeter, and the LED panel.
From the expected values of the Arduino
and how much voltage/current it can take in,
the values obtained from the multimeter met
these expectations, as well as fell within the
range of the expected WS2812B values.
These constraints would be insightful for the
other design features/testing procedure to
the device prototype as a whole.
The testing procedure for LED color
verification was similar to the Fall which
described as follows: to retrieve RGB values
of each color utilizing What A Color? p hone
application due to the RGB constraints
obtained from an online wavelength
converter tool [19].
Additionally,
wavelength alone was not sufficient enough
to verify the color being emitted from the
LED, thus the use of the phone app was
implemented to meet the metric. These
results can be shown in the table in Table
B-VII of Appendix B [20].
Based on these results, each color
met its RGB constraint which was derived
from the Color - Frequency table.
Additionally, the following images are
screenshots of the colors orange and indigo
with its RGB value meeting the color
verification.

Fig. 5. Screenshot of RGB Value for Orange
using What A Color? Application [21]

Fig. 6. Screenshot of RGB Value for Indigo
using What A Color? Application [22]
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There was a lot of discrepancy and
difficulty in the beginning stages of this
testing but what we learned was that the
LED declarations in the software program
would most likely determine the color
display on the LED panel, thus it was crucial
to have the Arduino statement defined to
accurately represent the color from the
VLS. Furthermore, for the color-verification
process it was necessary to also have an
ambient,dark setting when taking the image
to be able to retrieve an accurate RGB
reading or have dark toned materials around
the panel.
From these results, the visual aid
feature of color/LED assignment was
verified (status complete), meeting the
measurable metrics of falling within the
VLS color wavelength range which were
based off of the RGB conversion. The
cohesion of the audio-visual aid features
provide the performance of the device to
represent in color/text form of the note being
played, such that the color emitted onto the
LED panel would correspond to a musical
note, shown by the test results above.
D. Synchronization Feature
Lastly, the feature of synchronization
ties the audio, haptic feedback, and visual
aid features together. This was completed
through both software and hardware
implementation with a delay of 10ms or
better. With this feature the device is fully
completed meeting the requirements. On the
hardware perspective, Alex was assigned for
this feature to ensure that the components of
each feature would synchronize at an
appropriate time with minimal delay. His
approach was similar to the testing
completed last Fall but with the new
hardware material included in the Spring,
improved testing was necessary. Testing

involved the need of an oscilloscope to time
the delay for the device to begin after a key
was pressed; this involved the measurement
of the hardware’s power pins. Two tests
were required such as testing the LED panel
and the LED panel with the motor and the
results can be shown in Table BVIII of
Appendix B[23].
From this it can be inferred that the results
were within the Punch List requirement of
less than 10ms. The following images are
data gathered from Alex’s testing where it
shows the oscilloscope results for the panel
and the motors.

Fig. 7. Oscilloscope of motor and panel
turning on
[24]

Fig. 8. Oscilloscope of LED panel data in
and 5V pins [25]
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Additionally
with
the
synchronization feature and to have a full,
sensational performance, the software
program needed to be implemented
accurately so that the audio, haptic feedback,
and visual aid can communicate effectively.
The software implementation was done
through both Processing and Arduino. It was
discovered along the synchronization testing
process that 2 Arduinos were needed for the
device to have sustainable power and for the
two software programs to communicate
amongst each other utilizing a serial method
in Processing to send a signal to Arduino
over a COM port. With 2 Arduinos it also
enabled the program code for the LED panel
and the motors to be outputted at a minimal
delay.The program application follows that
whenever a laptop key would be pressed it
the musical note plays with the output of
both the visual aid (VLS colors/text) and
haptic feedback features (vibrations).
Meeting the synchronization feature
implies that the other main features of the
design testing was also successfully met, as
was described throughout this section.
Therefore, from these multiple testing
results for the audio, haptic feedback, visual
aid, and synchronization, the desired project
design idea was achieved. Our overall
design idea contract was significantly based
on features and associated metrics to ensure
that it would function for the ultimate
purpose of being a multi - sensory device.
The multi-sensory aspect of the design idea
is achieved by synchronization which is
driven by the audio. Furthermore, the device
was built in a cube shaped form to allow for
a multiple user interaction/experience with
music; which is another design feature.
Through this design layout of a cube, it also
addressed the societal problem where it can

be applied for a variety of purposes to a
universal audience.
In
our end prototype,
the
implementation of the motors are placed on
two sides of the panel, where ideally 1-2
people can interact with the touch sensation
of the musical sounds being played. The
visual aid feature is portrayed through two
LED panels that are displayed in the middle
of the clear cube; this supplements the visual
aid feature of seeing the notes heard/played.
The audio feature is inputted from the laptop
device that runs the Processing and Arduino
programs.
The following image depicts our
group presenting the functionality of the
multi-sensory device prototype. Alex and
Christian are the two users sampling the
cube prototype; meeting the multi-user
feature. It can be implied that they are
feeling the vibrations of the music note
which was completed through the haptic
feedback feature. In the picture it also shows
the visual aid feature being successfully
implemented; the musical note that is being
played is F4 as the textual display of the
note is outputted on the LED panel with its
associated VLS color, violet.

Fig. 9. Team Six and the Multi-Sensory
Deployable Prototype [26]
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The final deployable prototype of
our group meets the design idea contract
with a status of completion. Through
meeting the features by device testing we
were able to provide an alternative
experience to visualize and feel a note
designed
in
a
single-integrated,
multi-faceted device.
X.

MARKETABILITY FORECAST

Now that the prototype is complete,
we are looking forward to the market that
our product will reside in. In our market
review we noted some markets that we
believe our device would fit into. The
medical, educational, and most prominent
entertainment market are the focus of our
project. We will briefly go over the markets
again and their demographics, with a
description of the target audience we can
move forward. With an understanding of the
user we can start working on what upgrades
are needed to make the prototype more
successful. Then we will briefly mention
any issues with the project before we
conclude on what would be the ideal
prototype to manufacture. Now to go over
the main markets for our project.
The most important market is the
entertainment market with a focus on the
music industry as our device is focused on
playing music. The music industry in
America is around 22 billion dollars in 2019
including concerts and touring. [27] With so
much money in just one aspect of the total
market, this is truly one of the most
important markets for our product. As we
shifted towards a more recreational and
entertainment-based focus this allowed our
prototype to be used by a much larger
audience. Since everyone loves and can
listen to music, we wanted to make this our
target audience. A quick demographic

breakdown of our target audience shows that
most of the people that purchase music are
from the ages 25-34 years old. The gender
for each is 46% female and 54% male. This
trend is also very close to the global trend.
Though there is a difference between users
who buy physical media to digital media.
[28] With the rise of people buying more
digital media than physical. This is most
likely due to ease of access and increased
suppliers of streaming services. Going back
to the music industry, which the project
heavily focuses on, we will go into the
statistics of music listeners in the US. In a
survey 51% of the population listen to music
every day. 65% of those are adults from
18-34 years old. The sources and their
opinions towards music change per age. As
younger listeners are more passionate about
music than younger ones. How they access
music also varies per age. The younger
audience prefers streaming while the older
audience uses the radio. [29] Looking at the
total audience it seems one key factor is they
want to use something they are comfortable
with. Though they vary in passion it would
seem both groups like their music and will
listen to it if it is easy to do. Now that we
have covered our main audience, we can
briefly cover our other markets.
The medical and education markets are
markets we also did research on. Both are
massive markets, but we would only be able
to focus on a small portion for each. Music
therapy and an interactive way to teach
music would be the target purpose for both
the medical and educational markets. In our
research most of the music therapy was for
an older audience that focused on relieving
mental illnesses. While we didn’t find much
research on the educational use of our
product. We believe that its use would cover
teaching music to the kids, but it could also
be used to teach STEM concepts as it is a
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technological project. This would be more
focused on the arts or extracurricular portion
of the educational budget. As these markets
deal with both ends of the age spectrum, we
need to be very general in our improvements
to the project. For these markets though they
do focus a specific demographic we believe
the teachers, nurses, and doctors would be
the target audience as they would be
overseeing or teaching without prototype.
We believe the greatest improvement to our
device for these users would be ease of
access and set up. That is why we are going
to consider this topic the most when we go
into the improvement section.
The improvements we believe would
be the most impactful for manufacturing is
to condense our project. There are numerous
hurdles with the software that is needed to
set up the project. Currently required for this
project is Arduino, Processing, and
numerous files in the correct location.
Within Arduino we have multiple windows
that need to be set up before the prototype
works as intended. We haven’t figured out
how, but one major improvement would be
to consolidate all the software. Or create a
unique software that can run the project with
less set up required. As of right now I would
think most of the target audience would
have trouble setting up the prototype. Even
with a user manual that will be included
later, the steps needed are too much to ask of
any one user. We think if this aspect of the
project could be streamlined it would be
massively beneficial for our prototype.
Another benefit would be to have our
product use similar components. If the
internal workings like the wires and DC
converter were uniform, we think it would
be a more professional appearance. This
however is a cosmetic concern that doesn’t
affect the performance or experience with
our device. For hardware that needs change

we could include better motors and
microcontrollers. With better motors the
feelings for each note could become more
distinct and resemble the actual musical
frequency
closer.
The
improved
microcontrollers directly relate to the motors
as it was our current microcontrollers
limitations that led to a weaker motor
performance. Both can be improved which
we believe would then improve the user
experience with our device. Especially for
any user that has a weakened sight or
hearing sense the improved tough would be
very beneficial for them particularly. The
three improvements we mentioned are the
major’s ideas we had even after the project.
We will not briefly mention the issues that
need to be addressed.
Issues we have will directly relate to
some of our problems mentioned earlier. We
had issues with the motors and the
microcontroller.
The
microcontrollers
limitations for providing both voltage and
current was the downfall for our motor part
of the project. Though we were able to get a
unique frequency for each note, it was not at
the frequencies we thought they would be at.
We had to change the scaling which led to
slight changes in our project. We think with
a better microcontroller and inclusion of an
external power supply and a MOSFET based
circuit the motors could be improved
greatly. Another issue we had was getting
the project to work all in one software. We
use both Arduino and Processing to control
our project. This is due to the unique library
in Processing that detects and displays
frequencies. If we had more time maybe, we
could get the whole project to work in
Processing which would make the project
easier to use.
With the massive market of
entertainment and the very general topic of
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music we think our project could be used by
many people. Even though we are very
proud of our work so far, there are some
areas that need to be addressed before being
placed in the market. Unless the user is one
who is very tech savvy or passionate about
the multi-sensory experience our prototype
provides, we doubt that our current project
would appeal to the intended audience. We
want our project to be a fun and unique
musical experience that anyone can use.
Through the barriers to set up the project
just do not allow for that. Though if those
changes are made, we know our project
would be great and can provide as much fun
as we had making it.
XI.

CONCLUSION

Sight of Touch project spanned over 9
months of rigorous work, beginning with a
societal problem and ending with a
completed deployable prototype. Within the
last 9 months the project endured plenty of
obstacles leading to an odyssey, solidifying
this project design as a solution to the
claimed societal problem. Both individually
and cohesively, the group worked on this
project to not only meet specific
requirements but ground an idea to a
real-life usable product.
The project begins with a societal
problem. Fall 2019, saw a societal problem
to be the lack of accessible and integrated
devices that utilizes the two senses - sight
and touch to enhance and provide a
sensational musical experience for an
individual, specifically in the deaf/hard of
hearing community. This problem focused
on a specific community and their
interaction with music. Research revealed
the deaf and hard of hearing community
(DHH), are immensely exposed to music.
Further research of the involvement of

music within this community led to
understanding the benefits of music. Music’s
positive benefits include an increase in
holding the attention of adolescent children,
exposure to languages and cultures, a
decrease in stress and anxiety, and in one
study exemplified in the report listening to
music contributes to the well being of
people diagnosed with schizophrenia.
Working through the Fall semester
constantly researching the societal problem
for sources and some outreach, it was
concluded the societal problem needed
refinement. For the Spring 2020 semester,
the societal problem was revised to no
longer focus on a specific community. The
new problem statement states there’s a lack
of integrated devices that utilize multiple
senses to provide an enhanced musical
experience for a universal audience. This
new statement no longer confines a problem
to a specific commonality but relates to a
general public. Like the way music has no
bounds, the new societal problem follows
the same path leading to a project design
that also has no limits as to who can use it.
Concluding to the refined problem statement
derives from the commonality between
DHH music users and people who have full
use of their hearing. Grounding the idea that
music is universal, thus, so will the design.
Whether DHH or have full use of the
hearing sense, there is still a lack of
integrated devices built for a universal
audience and uses multiple senses
simultaneously. Along with refining the
problem statement, two keywords are also
defined. First, music is defined as
“organized sound” taken from the book
Keywords in Sound and universal is the
inclusion of all people no matter their
background, physical, and mental attributes.
Both keywords that lend help to designing
the integrated device.
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In the course of 9 months, a contract
was enacted, setting the tone and
requirements for a proper completion of
both a laboratory prototype and deployable
prototype. Outlined in Table II is the
Design Idea Contract more known as the
Punch List. The list provides a set of focal
points for the project. These focal points
include five features and their goal metric
needed to be met for both laboratory
prototype and the deployable prototype. The
first feature is single or multiple users –
once the device is on and running either a
single individual or two people can use the
device. Next is the key motive for the
project – music. Music as “organized
sound”, through metrics is broken down to a
frequency range between 320hz – 850hz,
which is scaled down by 1⁄4th for the output
of the haptic feedback feature. Next is the
haptic feedback feature, where feedback
output will operate from 80Hz o 230Hz. The
last two features are visual aid and
synchronization. Visual translation of the
musical frequencies would be a wavelength
range for visible light, 400 -700mm.
Synchronization acts as the glue between for
all these features to work cohesively and
deliver an enhanced musical experience by
providing synchronicity between visual aid
of lights and haptic feedback to be 10ms or
better. These requirements were the basis of
the Sight of Touch project specifically for
Fall 2019. Within the testing stages in
Spring 2020, these features and key metrics
seemed to continue to be confirmed by
testing, but a refinement was needed due to
limitations on testing. The change occurred
between the music and haptic feedback
scaling. For Fall 2019 the scaling was 1/4th
and for Spring 2020 the scaling adjusted to
1/6th. Thankfully not the features themselves
weren’t affected between Fall 2019 and
Spring 2020, but to match the 1/6th scaling
the numerical values of the measurable

metric. Therefore, the audio feature now
ranges between 330hz – 784hz and the
haptic feedback output is set to operate from
55hz – 130hz. These metrics not only set a
testing goal, but also lend to research the
types of products needed for the build.
Purchasing needed products were all
funded by group members. Although the
group spoke to sources, the team didn’t
seek, nor was offered anytime type of
special funding. With that said, products
purchased were purchased based on their
ability to successfully deliver a detailed
output and price. Between Fall 2019 and
Spring 2020 the total cost for all needed
parts totaled to $547. This amount is over
the initial goal set by the group in Fall 2019,
but the amount covered all necessary
equipment, including backup material, all in
which went into completing the laboratory
prototype and deployable prototype.
After laying the foundation for
funding, crucial steps for the Sight of Touch
project
completion
include
Project
Milestones, Work Breakdown Structure and
Risk Assessment.
With the ups and downs involved in
developing this project there are also key
milestones. These milestones were turning
points. Determining whether a design idea
projected to solve a societal problem could
be solidified with testing and presentations.
For Fall 2019 key milestones include
agreeing on a societal problem, devising a
Punch List, Technical Review, and
presenting the laboratory prototype to peers
at the end of the semester. These milestones
were all stepping stones, shedding light to
whether the project and the team were
focused and right on track for a successful
deployable prototype. Spring 2020 saw
similar milestones, including a refined and
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completed societal problem statement,
completion of testing and testing accurately
reflecting the completion of meeting
measurable metrics set by the Punch List,
Midterm Progress Review, and the
completion of the deployable prototype.
This Spring 2020 semester heavily focused
on testing. Testing involved many details
and time, once that was completed, the
group was finally able to fully build. This
was a large milestone especially when the
test results in large part met the measurable
metrics set by the Punch List. Another large
milestone in the Spring, was completing the
deployable prototype. Due to unforeseen
circumstances – COVID-19, the team had to
quickly adjust and fast-track building the
device, along with reporting such
circumstances, all prior to the Sacramento
State campus closing. Working on a fast
pace, the group was able to complete the
build and documentation all prior to the
campus closing.
Working through such unforeseen
circumstances requires a work effort needed
by each group member. In a Work
Breakdown Structure guideline set for both
Fall 2019 and Spring 2020, each member is
delegated as a member lead on a feature.
Luckily this project contains four key
workable features, the group has four
members and each member then has a
feature. Alexis was in charge of the audio
feature, Carmela – visual aid, Christian –
haptic
feedback,
and
Alex
–
synchronization. Throughout both semesters
the assigned feature was managed by the
individual member for both semesters. With
the goal of reaching 10 – 15 hours per week
per member, the average weekly hours per
member was 10. This meets or exceeds the
plan requirement set by the syllabus, leading

to an overall amount of 220 hours over two
semesters.
Having each member assigned to a
specific feature, allows them to have a sense
of responsibility and awareness of how to
plan out their duties for the feature. This
includes understanding the possible risks.
Although not all risks can be forecasted like
COVID-19, some can be identified from
past projects and experience. Software risks
that could happen include having programs
working only on one member’s computer.
To reduce this risk any program or
application used to function the device was
tested on at least one other member’s
computer. Other software risk was the
possibility of a random deletion of code
whether it was not saved or lost due to an
automatic update. Reducing this risk had
members creating code save the entire
code/program every time it was edited and
saved onto Google Drive. On the other hand,
hardware risks dealt with the actual use of
hardware. For example, the vibration motors
and LEDs, LED panels, and Arduino’s. To
help prevent these negative risks, the group
ordered multiple parts and made sure to
review the company provided datasheets
before physically using the part within the
project build. Of course, there are outside
risks that would affect the project, outside of
the team’s control, but the team made sure
to not keep parts on campus and planned
days where it would be needed to take the
project on campus. This way of planning
contributed to proper mitigation and reduced
the effects of unforeseen risks.
Planning the project as thoroughly as
possible led to the success of completion.
Including the philosophy of why the design
is set the way it is. Circling back to the
societal problem, the goal of the project is
to use multiple senses by integrating features
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working together that’ll produce an
enhanced musical experience along with the
focus of a universal consumer. In order to do
so, designing audio (hearing sense), visual
aid (sight), and haptic feedback (touch), the
project gives the consumer various outlets to
combine multiple senses, no matter their
background, physical or mental attributes.
This philosophy pushes the design idea
further by accounting for any type of user
while answering to the societal problem.
Closing the Spring 2020 semester
was the completion of the deployable
prototype. Completing the prototype means,
with a rigorous set of testing on each
feature, each measurable metric set by the
Punch List was confirmed by these results.
Each feature and design outlined from the
beginning of Spring 2020 semester
including all the revisements made fully
meets the desired design idea. Thankfully,
all completed before the closure of
Sacramento State.
Now with the deployable prototype
completed, there is room on the market for
an innovative device, but with needed
improvements. Improvements required for
the current deployable prototype to achieve
a marketable device includes refining the
circuitry. The current device uses two
Arduino’s and results in multiple wires
being exposed. Also, the software can be
simplified into using a single application
rather than two different applications – one
addressing the LED Pixel Panel and another
addressing the audio and vibration motors.
Making these two key alterations to the
current prototype is a solid contribution in
efforts to getting the current completed
prototype (according to the Punch List) to a
marketable device ready for release as an
engineering prototype.

In all, between both Fall 2019 and
Spring
2020
semesters,
idealizing,
developing, building, testing, and refining
has all led to a successful deployable
prototype despite unexpected events.
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LEDs - Light Emitting Diode: A Diode with
two terminals that when given current will
emit a bright light. Color is usually due to
the bulb but in some cases like RGB LEDs it
is controlled by the energy gap between in
the semiconductor.
FFT - Fast Fourier Transform: It is a
mathematical method for taking a function
of time to a function of frequency. This is
done by grouping the common frequencies
in the time domain.
DHH - Deaf and Hard Hearing: Those who
have hearing loss that prevent understanding
speech by hearing. Or those who have had
hearing damage that lowers their ability to
hear or communicate. For hard hearing it is
those who cannot hear sounds of 25 decibels
or less.
PWM - Pulse Width Modulation: It is the
concept of having a reduced or average
34

power by sending a discrete signal. This is
done by sending a maximum amount but it
is rapidly turned on and off. The percentage
for long of the time the signal is on is the
duty cycle.
VLS - Visible Light Spectrum: The portion
of the electromagnetic spectrum that is
visible to the naked eye.
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Appendix A. User Manual
This will be a complete user manual so that hopefully anyone that gets our project will be able to
set it up and then use the device. We will break the manual into multiple sections. First, we will
go over what is needed to set it up, then we will break up the set up into two parts. Just like
cooking with dry and wet ingredients there is the physical and software set up. However, the
software set up is very extensive so we will try to be as clear as possible. After that we will go
over how to use the device.
Required Supplies:
Alright this section will not be too bad. There are only a couple of supplies needed to start. The
first thing needed of course is our device. You will need one sight of touch project. The next
thing you will need is a laptop or computer that has at least two usb ports. The two ports are
needed to power the sight of touch device. With the computer you will also need a working and
consistent Internet connection to download the necessary software. The last thing you will need
is an AC wall socket. This is needed to power the sight of touch project but can also be used to
power your computer/ laptop. Also, for the computer set up. It is critical you have a monitor,
mouse, and keyboard. The keyboard being the most important as these are keys, we will be
pressing to play the notes. Now that we have our supplies lets begin setting up the project!

Fig. A1.(left) Laptop [30]

Fig. A2. (right) Power Outlet [31]
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Fig. A3. Sight of Touch Prototype [32]
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Set up (Software):
Alight starting from scratch we will need a couple pieces of software and do a couple of steps.
For starters we need both Arduino and Processing to run the project.
1) Step one download Arduino from the home page here
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software

Fig. A4. Arduino download page [33]
Make sure to get the proper version for whatever device you are working on I got the Windows
installer zip file.
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2) To download make sure that you click on the version you want then on the next page hit
“just download” unless you feel inclined to donate.

Fig. A5. Arduino continued download page [34]
3) Next is to download it onto your actual computer. I went for the zip but if you didn’t you
should be able to run the Arduino.exe file. Since I downloaded the zip first, I must extract the file

.
Fig. A6. Extract Arduino File [35]
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4)

Once that is done you can open Arduino and should have a window like this.

Fig. A7. First Arduino sketch [36]
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5) We will need to download a library for Arduino to control the LED panels. To do this go to
sketch -> include Library -> manage library. From here you should get a screen like this. Click
on the search bar and type FastLED. We want version 3.3.3. If you see the same library as below
install it. We can close out of Arduino now we will open it later in a couple of steps.

Fig. A8. Arduino library page [37]
6) Now we will install processing. This can be done at this page:
https://processing.org/download/

Fig. A9. Processing download page [38]
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Make sure you get the correct version. When you click it will take you to a donation page and
immediately download the zip file. The donation is up to you. For the zip file we will repeat step
3 and extract the zip file. After it is done downloading click on the processing.exe to open the
software environment. It should look a little like this

Fig. A10. Processing’s first Sketch [39]
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7) In the processing window go to Sketch -> import library -> then add library from there you
should get a screen like this.

Fig. A11. Processing library window [40]
Search for a library by typing Arduino. We are looking for the Arduino (firmata) library that
will allow both devices to talk to each other. As seen above click on the library and install it in
the bottom right. It should now look like mine with a green check.
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8) We will repeat step 6 but now we want to download the minim library that is needed for
the frequency detection. Here is what the menu should look like.

Fig. A12. Processing Minim window [41]
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9) Perfect now that we have our environments working let’s add the code. For processing we
need to get the code that runs the device. From the Senior Design Project digital folder that will
be provided open the folder and click on the Current Frequency Code folder. Inside you will see
Current_Frequency_Code.pde click on that file and open it. Disregard the data folder for now. It
should look a little like this.

Fig. A13. Current Frequency Code [42]
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10) Alright now that the processing code is in its place, we just need to update the Arduino
code. In our Senior Design Project folder there should be one more folder called FinalLedCode.
Open that folder and open the FinalLedCode.ino. It should look a little like this.

Fig. A14. Final Led Code [43]
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11) Next we need to open a new Arduino window however this is a tricky part it needs to be its
own process, so they don’t share the same com port. To do this if you type Arduino in the Search
bar in the bottom left for PC or look for your Arduino file that you downloaded for other
computers. If you right click and open another instance of Arduino.exe it will open it on a
different com port. You know it will work if you see two Arduino symbols. We want something
like the left image not the right image. This is CRITICAL if this isn’t done correct the project
won’t work!

Fig. A15.(left): Correct Arduino setup (left)

[44]

Fig. A16.(right): Wrong Arduino setup (right) [45]
12) If you follow the steps correctly one Ardunio should be FinalLedCode and the other
arduino program should be empty. This one needs to be updated with an example library code.
Go to File -> Examples -> scroll down until you see the Firmata list. We want to open the
StandardFirmata. It should look like this.

Fig. A17. Standard Firmata in Arduino [46]
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13) Your Desktop should now look like the picture below. With one processing window with
Current_Frequency_code, one Arduino window with FinalLedCode, and one Arduino window
with the StandardFirmata library example. With all the software set up we will proceed to the
hardware Section where we plug in the wires and compile all the code to run it!

Fig. A18. Current Window [47]
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Set up (Hardware):
1)

First plug in the power cord into the wall

Fig. A.19. Plug in power [48]
2)

Next plug in the cable with the lights tag into one of the usb ports.

3)

Fig. A20. Plug in LEDs [49]
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4)
We then want to send our code to the Arduino. To do this we need to go to the
FinalLedCode Arduino window and make sure that the proper COM is selected. Click on Tools
-> Port -> and select the port that is shown. Since this is the only one plugged in right now it
should show one COM select it.

Fig. A21. 1st COM port [50]
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5) Now we need to verify and run the code. To run the code after verifying, click on the
sideways arrow. The pictures below will show the verify button and what happens when the code
is done running.

Fig. A22. Compile [51]

Fig. A23. Run Results [52]
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6)

Now plug in the motor cord into the second usb port.

Fig. A24. Plug in motors [53]
7) Now we need to do the motor code. Go to the StandardFirmata Arduino window. Then do
the same thing as step 3. BUT!!! We want to make sure it is on a different COM port, so make
sure yours is like the picture below. Go to tools Port and select the different port.

Fig. A25. Second COM port [54]
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8)

Follow step 4 again and compile and upload this code into the other Arduino.

9) The next step is to run the code in Processing. After you hit the play button in Processing
you should see another window pop up. Click on it now and the project should be up and
running.

Fig. A26. Processing Run button [55]

Fig. A27. Processing run window [56]
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Using the Device:
Now that you clicked on the new Processing pop up box if everything is working correctly and
you followed the steps above it should be functioning. To use the device, press the keys on your
keyboard. The keys starting with Q and going left to right each key will have a note assigned to
it. Press each key to hear a noise, see a note, and place your hands on the side to feel a vibration!
Now that you're up and running, try playing a song while enjoying the device, it's all up to you.
We hope you have as much fun as we have had building it, thank you so much for using our
device!

Fig. A28. Prototype working [57]
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Appendix B. Hardware
The hardware utilized in this multi-sensory device includes laptop/speakers, Arduino Uno
microcontroller, breadboard, LED WS2812B 16 x 16 panels, and LRA and ERM Vibration
motors, and a power supply. The laptop device serves as providing the audio input feature for the
musical notes. It allows the user to press any key on the top row of the keyboard which is
programmed to an associated note key to output to the Arduino boards for the haptic feedback
and visual aid features. There are 2 LED panels built inside a clear sided panel so that the colors
can be visible and distinguished as designed. The vibration motors are placed on two sides of the
clear cube so that the user(s) can place their hands on the device. In this section, we’ll provide
the device testing plan schedule as well as the results for each feature: audio, haptic feedback,
visual aid, and synchronization.
The following image shows a visual schematic of the end hardware deployable prototype
design.

Fig. B1. Spring 2020 Deployable Prototype Schematic[11]
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Table B-I
Hardware Device Testing Plan Schedule (Modified) [58]
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Table B-II
Audio Analysis and Testing Results [59]
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Table B-III
Table for Accelerometer Values for Haptic Feedback Feature [60]
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Table B-IV
Table for New Duty Cycle Values for Haptic Feedback Feature [61]
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Table B-V
Visual Aid Color - Frequency Table [62]
Visible Light Spectrum

Sound

Wavelength
Interval
(nm)[63]

Wavelength
Interval
(nm)

Frequency
(THz)[63]

RGB Value
[16]

Hex Value
[16]

Color

Sound
Frequency
Range (Hz)

Key

625 - 740

620 - 625
[64]

405-480

(255,99,0)(181, 0,0)

#ff6300 #b50000

Red

380 - 405
770 - 784

G4
G5

590 - 625

590 - 620

(255,223, 0)(255,99, 0)

#ffdf00 #ff6300

Orange

430 - 455

A4

480 - 510

(210,255, 0) (255,223, 0)

#d2ff00#ffdf00

Yellow

485 - 510

B4

510 - 530

565 - 590

560 - 580

500 - 565

522 - 525
[64]

530 - 600

(0,255, 146) (210,255, 0)

#00ff92#d2ff00

Green

511 - 530

C5

440 - 485

465 - 467[61]

620 - 680

(0,0,255) (0,234,255)

#0000ff #00eaff

Blue

330 - 335
630 - 670

E4
E5

420-450

430

(106,0,255) (0,70, 255)

#6a00ff #0046ff

Indigo

580-595

D5

380 - 440

400

(97, 0, 97 (0,0, 255)

#610061 #0000ff

Violet

335 - 360
671 - 720

F4
F5

680 - 790

Note: E4 and G5 sound frequency ranges were modified in Spring 2020 to accommodate haptic
feedback vibration motor constraint of ⅙ scaling.
Table B-VI
Visual Aid LED Matrix Panel: Hardware Testing Results [65]
Arduino Expected Values

Measured Values
with a multimeter

WS2812B LED Matrix
Expected Values

5 V pin

4.29 V

+3.5V ~ +5.3V

Voltage from Pin 6

0.58 V

20 mA from Pin 6

0.14mA

Voltage
Current

15360 mA = 15.35 A
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Table B-VII
Visual Aid Feature Testing Results [17]
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Table B-VIII
Synchronization Timing Results [20]
Delay Test Table
Delay Test Description

Delay Test

Delay Time

1 LED

Power on

99 us

2 LED

1st LED to power on

4.7 us

2nd LED to turn on after 1st LED
turns off

4.6 us

LED turning on from time 0

2.6 us

Motor turning on from time 0

6.6 us

Motor turning on after LED turns
on

4 us

LED Panel

LED Panel Turning on

7.7 ms

LED Panel and motor

One motor then the LED Panel
turns on

6.2 ms

1 LED 1 Motor
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Appendix C. Software
Software used within the project were dependent on two applications, Processing and
Arduino IDE. Both Processing and Arduino IDE work together to make the audio, vibration
motors and LED panels to function in unison. Whenever a user presses a keyboard key, they see
an immediate output. In the background, once the key is pressed, it sends a signal to Processing.
Processing evaluates that input and falls to the appropriate if- statement. Within that statement,
Processing uses a function called Serial Port. This port is assigned a numerical value and is the
bridge connection to Processing and Arduino applications. Arduino software, similar to
Processing, consists of if-statements, focused on sending an output to the LED panels. Once the
serial port finds its match the LED panel outputs the current note in its assigned color. Back in
Processing, once the serial port call sends, Processing outputs the vibrations from the vibration
motors. All of these processes work fast enough within 10ms, it provides an appropriate
sensation of synchronization.
Below is the general software flow between Processing and Arduino, specifically when operated
by a user.
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Fig. C1 Programming Flowchart between Processing and Arduino [66]
Processing application is used to open the audio files, play the files and set the vibration motors
to vibrate simultaneously as the note will output through a set of speakers running from the
computer or laptop connected to the circuit. The figure below shows the Processing libraries
needed to run the functions mentioned above.
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Fig.C2. Processing Libraries [67]
The Minim library is the main tool used within Processing to open and play audio files. Features
included in the library allow audio recording, sound synthesis, an audio generation of a
frequency spectrum, and is able to playback a variety of files. The last option provides flexibility
and reduces the amount of risk associated with the confinement of using one type of audio file
[68].
Below is a figure showing the libraries needed to be included in the Arduino coding program.
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Fig.C3. Arduino Libraries [69]
Libraries in Arduino are mainly focused on the use of the LED matrix panel. In order for the
panel to be used, a library called FastLED is needed. This allows the programmer to directly
assign and communicate with each LED using Red Green Blue (RGB) values. Another necessity
to control the LED panel, is referencing the model of panel used. Figure C2, shows the declared
FastLED library at the top and towards the bottom is a declaration of the panels. The LED panels
used were 16 by 16 matrix panels, model WS281B. Seen above FastLED calls the “addLeds”
function declaring WS2812B panel model, the data pin the panel is connected to, and GRB
function. Like, RGB color scheme, GRB (Green, Red, Blue) are a set of color values ranging
from 0 -255 per color. Adjusting the color and values between 0 -255, outputs an assortment of
hues. In this case the panel was not built with an RGB base but GRB. By calling GRB, in the
declaration, this allows the programmer to still code the color ranges as RGB, but the Arduino
library declaration will call the GRB function to resort the values in proper GRB form.
Another source of software used for this project was for the audio feature. The notes were
created using an application called “The Piano” created by Impala Studios. Figure below is the
opened application. The application is based on the sounds of a Grand Piano. All notes were able
to be recorded within the application, providing an ease of access for other team members.
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Fig.C4. The Piano Application[70]
Testing the recorded audio, the files were uploaded to a software called WavePad Sound Editor
part of the NCH Suite. The image below is a snapshot of a G4 note getting analyzed using the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). All notes were analyzed in a similar manner.
WavePad Sound Editor software allowed testing audio files to be accessible. The FFT feature
takes in the audio file, and transforms a decibel versus time wave to amplitude versus frequency
waveform - seen in Figure C5. The visual output came in handy, when it came to having a visual
representation of a note. This association between music and visual aid are two fundamental
points in the project.
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Fig. C5. WavePad G4 Note Gain vs Frequency Waveform [16]
Testing results concluded from importing audio files are in Table B-II in Appendix B2. They
reveal the ideal frequency of the note, the measured value, and the frequency range per note set
in the Color Frequency Table.
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Appendix D. Mechanical Aspects
For the Mechanical aspects, we will go over the building process of our prototype. First
we purchased 6 8x8 acrylic panels, each panel is approximately .080 inches in thickness. In
Fig.D1, shows what a single panel looks like.

Fig. D1. Single Acrylic panel [71]
One of the panels has to be cut shorter, so that there is enough room for the cables to pass
through. Fig. D2, shows an example of the back panel.

Fig. D2. Shorter back panel [72]
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We decided that, in order to give the user an immersive experience, the LED panels,
would be at an angle. In order to support the LED panels at an angle, we decided to fit 2 6x6
cardboard panels, which are covered in black poster paper. A hole was also placed in the center
of the cardboard panel so that we could run some cables through. You can see an example of the
panels at an angle in the previous Figure. D2.
In order to put the panels together, we used Gorilla super glue. We placed each panel at a
90 degree from each other. Make sure not to close the cube, without installing the electrical
components together (Vibrational Motors, LED panel, arduino uno and breadboard).
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Appendix E. Vendor Contacts
Music Prof. Chavez luis.chavez@csus.edu - Phone: (916) 278-6558
- Aided with studies of the Musical element mainly in the Fall 2019 semester
- Recommended the book “Keywords in Sounds” by David Novak and Matt
Sakakeeny
Professor. Burnside scott.burnside@csus.edu
- Aided with opinion and knowledge regarding use of accelerometer
- Also advised our group with how to get correct FFT data from the vibration
motors
- RVR 5062 Mon & Wed | 5:15pm - 5:45
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